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Objectives and competencies of the subject (basics, general, transversal, specifics)
Opinion and political research via web course introduces students to the political
research practices and the applied online research methods in this field. Internet is a
significant part of almost every aspect of political life. It can be researched by reactive
and non-reactive methods. Nonreactive data collection methods include data mining,
text analysis, social network analysis and analysis of political networks, data
visualization, and paradata of online questionnaires. Reactive data collection method
includes quantitative methods (collection of data with the use of online questionnaires:
political web surveys and voting advice applications) and qualitative methods (e.g. focus
groups and in-depth interviews).
At the end of the semester students will have an overview of online research methods in
political research and what are the common reactive, non-reactive, quantitative and
qualitative solutions.
Programme (Brief Description of modules) and expected learning outcomes
Introduction to political research on the internet
History of political research, research methods before internet and challenges internet
means to political research.
Representative sample in the heart of traditional quantitative political research.
Overview of main reactive and non-reactive, quantitative and qualitative online research
methods in political research.
Nonreactive data collection in political research:
• data mining,
• text analysis and discourse analysis,
• social network analysis and analysis of political networks,
• data visualization,
• paradata of online questionnaires.
Reactive data collection in political research:
• online questionnaires,
• focus groups and in-depth interviews,
• access panels, online probability panels and Market Research Online
Communities (MROCs).
Few key areas in online political research (applied research):
• elections and campaigns
• party and other political websites
• citizens on the Internet, participation and deliberation
• etc.
Expected learning outcome (ELO):
• students will have knowledge on how internet impacted research in political
science in the past two decades,
• what are the main online research solutions in this field,
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• knowing merits and demerits of these methods and
• be capable to decide when and how to apply the methods for a research of a
given political topic.

Methodology
Teaching methodologies include lectures, tutorials seminar and project work.
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Evaluation System:

General Considerations:
Evaluation is partly based on participation in seminars, active involvement in project
work during the semester and a final written exam at the end of the course.
Evaluation Criteria:
Final grade is based on:
- seminar work (30%)
- project work (30%)
- written exam (40%)

Recommendation for second and following evaluations:
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Employment Opportunities (optional)
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